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The in�uence of magnetic �eld on con�ned exciton�polariton modes inside a semiconductor microcavity is
discussed. The three-dimensional con�nement for exciton�polaritons is achieved by the mesa structures con�ning
the photonic part of polaritons. We observe a strong increase of the polariton emission intensity and we argue
that this e�ect is due to the change of the oscillator strength of the excitonic component of polaritons and the
change of the excitonic content in polariton state as the magnetic �eld increases.

PACS: 71.36.+c, 42.55.Sa, 71.35.�y, 71.35.Ji, 78.20.Ls

1. Introduction

Exciton�polaritons attracted worldwide interest due to
their potential in polariton-based devices [1], possibility
to create a Bose�Einstein condensate [2] or formation
of a super�uid state with zero viscosity [3] with many
spectacular properties.
Exciton�polaritons are the eigenmodes of a strongly

coupled photonic and excitonic resonance inside the semi-
conductor microcavity [4]. The photonic part is due to
the con�nement in one dimension of the electromagnetic
�eld by two distributed Bragg re�ectors (DBRs) forming
a microcavity. In the maximum of the cavity �eld a semi-
conductor quantum well is placed that provides the exci-
tonic component to polaritons. Excitons con�ned inside
the quantum well couple to the photonic modes, with the
coupling strength given by the Rabi splitting. Exciton�
polaritons can be considered as composite half-matter
half-light quasi-particles. They have an advantage of hav-
ing an extremely small e�ective mass of the order of 10−4

of the free electron mass which allows to con�ne them
inside three-dimensional traps of the size of several µm
[5�7] or to manipulate their con�ned states [8]. The mi-
crometer size of the traps allows to use standard optics for
imaging the con�ned state wave function, giving the full
information about the real space amplitude and phase [9].
This property makes them a very promising system in
contrast to semiconductor quantum dots which are or-
ders of magnitude smaller and for which there is no easy
optical access to image single state wave function.
In this study we use the external magnetic �eld to in�u-

ence the excitonic component of polaritons. We demon-
strate how the modi�cation of the oscillator strength and
excitonic diamagnetic shift in�uences the emission from

the con�ned modes of polaritons. We concentrate here
on the in�uence of magnetic �eld on the emission inten-
sity changes from con�ned modes with comparison to the
work of Ref. [10] where the emission energy shift was dis-
cussed in detail.

2. Experiment

The sample consists of a GaAs lambda microcavity
sandwiched between two DBR AlAs/GaAs with one 8 nm
thick InGaAs quantum well. The excitonic resonance is
at 1.484 eV (835.35 nm) and the vacuum Rabi splitting
is equal to Ω = 3.5 meV. This is the same sample as de-
scribed in detail in Ref. [11]. The polariton population is
created non-resonantly and the laser is tuned to the �rst
minimum of the Bragg re�ectors. The sample is placed
in a magnetic �eld up to 5 T in a Faraday con�guration
at the cold �nger of an optical cryostat at the temper-
ature of 5 K. The photoluminescence (PL) is collected
through a microscope objective of a high numerical aper-
ture (NA = 0.5).
The traps for polaritons are made of mesas, a local

circular extension of the cavity spacer thickness, which
provides a lateral con�nement for the photonic part of the
polariton. The photonic modes are therefore con�ned in
all three spatial dimensions which results in formation of
discrete states. As the excitonic component is strongly
coupled to each of the photonic modes, the discrete con-
�ned levels of the upper and lower polaritons are formed
[7, 11].

3. Results

Figure 1 shows a spatially resolved PL spectrum from a
mesa of 3 µm in diameter in full spectral range. The two-
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-dimensional upper (2D UP) and lower (2D LP) polariton
branches are visible in the region outside the mesa. The
discrete polariton states are visible below 2D UP and
2D LP energies. In the following, we are investigating the
e�ect of magnetic �eld e�ect on the lower polariton states
con�ned in mesa of 3 µm in diameter. We label these
con�ned states with p1�p6 (see Figs. 1 and 2), starting
from the mesa ground state. Their spatial pro�les are
those of a quasi-cylindrical con�nement potential [9, 12].

Fig. 1. The photoluminescence spectrum of a 3 µm
mesa excited nonresonantly. Position of x = 0 µm cor-
responds to the centre of the mesa. The minimum value
of intensity on the intensity scale is presented in white
colour, the maximum in black, in arbitrary units. The
colors are saturated to illustrate the emission from 2D
states surrounding the mesa.

Fig. 2. The photoluminescence spectrum of a 3 µm
mesa in magnetic �eld of 0 T, 2.5 T and 5 T as marked
in the images in the low polariton branch regime. The
mesa is di�erent one from that presented in Fig. 1, at
more negative detuning. The minimum value of the in-
tensity in the intensity scale is presented in white colour,
the maximum in black, in arbitrary units. All images
are in the same intensity scale.

Figure 2 illustrates the PL spectra in the magnetic �eld
at 0 T, 2.5 T, and 5 T. We observe that the energy of the
emission shifts to higher energy. This e�ect is expected
as the magnetic �eld is acting mainly on the excitonic
component of a polariton. The energy shift of a quan-
tum well exciton can be described by a diamagnetic shift
γ in the �rst approximation of bound quasiparticle in the

magnetic �eld B by

Ex(k∥, B) = Ex(0) + γB2, (1)

where Ex(0) is the exciton emission energy at 0 T. We
neglect here the exciton Zeeman splitting as it is not re-
solved in our experiment. The energy of the lower (E−)
and upper (E+) polariton branches are given by

E±(k∥) =
Ec(k∥) + Ex(k∥)

2
± 1

2

√
δ2(k∥) + ~2Ω2, (2)

where the Ex and Ec are the excitonic and photonic res-
onances, respectively, the excitonic one given by Eq. (1).
This results in the evolution of the energy of the lower

and upper polariton branches as illustrated in Fig. 3 for
di�erent exciton�photon detuning δ = Ec(k∥)− Ex(k∥).

Fig. 3. The magnetic �eld evolution of the energy of
upper and lower polariton at k∥ = 0 according to
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) for (a) negative, (b) zero, and
(c) positive detunings. The position of the bare cav-
ity mode and exciton state are marked by dash-dotted
and dash lines, respectively. The value of diamagnetic
shift γ = 0.35 meV/T2 is taken from the 2D exciton
shift observed in our experiment.

Fig. 4. The magnetic �eld evolution of the integrated
intensity of the con�ned modes as marked in Fig. 2.

Apart from the energy shift, we observe a strong in-
�uence on the emission intensity from con�ned states,
illustrated in Fig. 4. We observe that with increasing
magnetic �eld the integrated intensity from a particular
state increases and saturates. The saturation e�ect is ob-
served at higher magnetic �elds for higher energy states.
The emission intensity on a given con�ned state depends
strongly on the photonic fraction (the e�ective detuning
for each of the state is di�erent) and due to thermalisa-
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tion towards the lower energy state [13]. We believe that
the magnetic �eld does not in�uence the thermalisation
e�ect but modi�es the excitonic and photonic content
along the dispersion curve due to the energy shift. The
excitonic oscillator strength is increased in magnetic �eld,
which is responsible for the �rst increase of the emission
intensity with B.

4. Summary

We observed a strong in�uence of the magnetic �eld
on the optical transitions in the microcavity. First, it
shrinks the electron and hole wave functions that lead
to both exciton energy shift and modi�cation of the ex-
citon oscillator strength. This results in increase in the
total emission intensity of polariton modes. Second, the
magnetic �eld causes the quantization of the conduction
and valence bands, which tunes the polariton emission
energy. This e�ect can be used as e�ective tuning of the
polariton emission energy as well as controlled detuning.
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